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Fighting to Live Again
2019-03-19

fighting to live again is about cecil mclendon a world war ii veteran who fought in europe in the us army s 110th infantry 28th division the day he received
his draft notice was the happiest day of his life he spoke very little of the gory details of war like other veterans he said no one would believe him he didn t
mention the names of buddies he lost although his division was called the bloody buckets he talked about his family his childhood the army the people he
met and his war wounds the army was such an improvement in his life he didn t complain his captain told him that since he liked kp he could go to cook
and baker s school that is where he met dorothy like many other couples of their generation he went to war and she went to work with dorothy waiting for
him life took on a new purpose and gave him a stronger determination to fight to survive cecil fought in four major battles in europe and was seriously
wounded twice after germany surrendered cecil was shipped home for a month long furlough before reporting for jungle training when the japanese
surrendered he felt as if a death sentence was lifted he survived the war but then had to fight its emotional effects he began reading the bible and
searching for god s will for his life he also fought the veterans administration for benefits to help him with the physical effects of his war wounds he fought
through pain each day in order to get out of bed to go to work to provide for his family he fought the paralysis that finally overtook his body even as a
paraplegic he continued to participate in the community he greeted and offered friendly smiles to those he met he fought the good fight

Gladiator School
2018-07-20

a guide for the christian man to fight and win the battle for his soul

The Fight to Flourish
2020-05-05

what if your struggles aren t a barrier to thriving but an invitation into your most vibrant days discover how to live a life of joy and fullness even in the
midst of disappointment and broken dreams how can you find a way forward when life throws you sucker punches when you face obstacles that seem to
snuff out your faith when you lose someone precious to you it is in the sacred space of pain and promise that we can begin to flourish even in the midst of
disappointment and broken dreams it is possible to grow be strong and draw near to god in the fight to flourish jennie lusko draws on her experiences after
the loss of her five year old daughter lenya to show you that the ingredients for a fresh and thriving life are right in front of you jennie s story will help
remind you of how much god loves you even when life feels unbearable with grit and grace jennie will help you discover that flourishing is not an
impossible destination but a divine revelation of where you are right now find relief from the weight of overwhelming circumstances by resting in the
realization that god is fighting for you trust that god is growing you in the gap between your expectations and your experience the word flourish is written
all over you and your future discover the ongoing strength that jennie has found and learn to reengage in life with renewed strength and confidence



Destiny’S Fight
2012-10-01

have you ever been caught up in a fight that you cant seem to find your way out have you had to struggle all your life just to live it may not be as bad as
you thinkif you can learn to fight well to fight well is to fight knowing that you would win destinys fight is a book that encourages you to fight for your right
to life suicide is not an option you need to fight for your life to be all the power of god can achieve through you it motivates you to be alert in the fight
regardless of your circumstance it is a resource material which tells you why you have to win resurrect that dream from the dead wake up from slumber
and pray into your destiny try and be all god has called you to be the power that went to work at creation is still available from god the architect and
master planner of the earth you can apply some winning strategies outlined in this book to your circumstance and under the power of god you can live a
victorious life you can win in life you have that authority to dominate your life live it destinys fight is sequel to destinys garden in it christiana shares how
she was able to cope with her challenges her anxiety about growing up and gods intervention this book is written to encourage people who are anxious
about their future or that of their loved ones you can be all you want to be your child or ward can be all that they are meant to be find out how this is
possible as you read along

The Cold War [2 volumes] [2 volumes]
2018-12-07

this detailed two volume set tells the story of the cold war the dominant international event of the second half of the 20th century through a diverse
selection of primary source documents one of the most extensive to date this set of primary source documents studies the cold war comprehensively from
its beginning with the emergence of the world s first communist government in russia in late 1917 to its end in 1991 all of the key events including the
berlin blockade the korean war the cuban missile crisis the vietnam war and the nuclear arms race are discussed in detail the primary sources provide
insight into the thinking of all participants drawing on western soviet asian and latin american perspectives in the cold war interpreting conflict through
primary documents primary documents are organized chronologically allowing readers to appreciate the ramifications of the cold war within a clear time
frame extensive interpretive commentary provides in depth background and context for each document this work is an indispensable reference for all
readers seeking to become deeply knowledgeable about the cold war

Living Easy with Ayurveda
2015-05-21

the book guides you to adopt a healthy lifestyle based on the ancient indian medical science ayurveda the book covers the following topics setting up a
healthy lifestyle basics of tridosha massage benefits and side effects panchakarma and related procedures mental and physical exercises how to adopt
pranayama in your routine health advice based on seasons diet advice fasting tips tastes and their qualities abstinence sexual health sleep and related
aspects dairy products spices oils simple and effective home remedies and more



I ́m dying to live
2023-07-03

in this book we get to read parts and fragments from the author s life everything from the past to the present which many thoughts and feelings jump in
between sometimes a bit confusing but with time becomes clear with reflections many years can be seen as missing unexplained and unsolved but believe
that these years will appear later on in other books maby we read how the love for the children and for life defies many obstacles this causes her to seek
new paths and how she also finds them this emotional depiction tears us between laughter and tears as well as soothing words that give us a beautiful faith
in the future she stands honestly naked and with a sincerity rarely seen in our everyday life about her own impact and how the responsibility of her own
choices brings her closer to a collapse sometimes it s an incredibly heavy story to read and it makes you wonder how and why some of the questions we
get answers to and some others not inspiring how a person can free oneself from a self destructive behavior created with the participation of the view of
men how she looks down on herself to the grossest level that she loses herself completely the author tells heartily and vividly gives us mental pictures from
her life and the patterns she previously lived in

Living with AIDS and HIV
1987-07-24

why make new year s resolutions you know you won t keep according to seminar leader and cofounder of the wright institute judith wright there are any
number of ways you can better your life you can quit smoking start exercising save toward a bigger house but the attainment of real life satisfaction
requires a fundamental shift in perspective the ability to make the one decision that will completely transform the fabric of one s life this powerful book
demonstrates how to isolate and articulate the one decision that will lead to the life you want to live and how to allow this simple yet profound choice to
become the guiding force in everything you do follow the 30 days to your one decision program at the end of the book and watch your life transform for the
better forever

The One Decision
2006-12-28

magique the otherland chronicles by john helgeson what is to become of two societies at odds one ruled by magic the other by chaos the people of
magique believe their existence is perfect but the nons of otherland have news for them their rule is at an end for centuries the nons have been exploited
mistreated many tortured at the hands of the glamorous lazy citizens of magique after all the nons have no value for they have no magic but magique is
soon introduced to a non who is also immune to the effects of magic and their world begins to change at his declaration this non demands magique return
to the chaotic life of otherland a sentient region of the planet a part of the planet that wants nothing but chaos where life is indeterminate uncertain and
destructive just as magique was in its early days eventually otherland has to be controlled for the sake of the very planet s existence and when the true
history of magique is revealed enemies must navigate beyond old beliefs and biases and unite to make hope possible and forge a new beginning for
everyone come enjoy the vivid world of magique the otherland chronicles and join the journey



Magique
2021-12-09

deadly tornadoes devastating earthquakes killer tsunamis when it comes to nature s fury people can do little more than hold on tight and hope to live
through it learn the true stories of carmen chévere ortiz evans monsignac william and dennie spann and others as they fought to survive through terrifying
natural disasters page 4 cover

na
2020

winner 2017 missouri conference on history book award in 1936 lloyd gaines s application to the university of missouri law school was denied based on his
race gaines and the naacp challenged the university s decision missouri ex rel gaines v canada 1938 was the first in a long line of decisions by the u s
supreme court regarding race higher education and equal opportunity the court case drew national headlines and the naacp moved gaines to chicago after
he received death threats before he could attend law school he vanished this is the first book to focus entirely on the gaines case and the vital role played
by the naacp and its lawyers including charles houston known as the man who killed jim crow who advanced a concerted strategy to produce political
change horner and endersby also discuss the african american newspaper journalists and editors who mobilized popular support for the naacp s strategy
this book uncovers an important step toward the broad acceptance of racial segregation as inherently unequal this is the inaugural volume in the series
studies in constitutional democracy edited by justin dyer and jeffrey pasley of the kinder institute on constitutional democracy

Fighting to Survive Natural Disasters
2016-12-31

perceptive controversial topical and achingly funny miriam toews s books have earned her a place at the forefront of canadian literature in this first
monograph on toews s work sabrina reed examines the interplay of trauma and resilience in the author s fiction reed skillfully demonstrates how toews
situates resilience across key themes including the home as both a source of trauma and an inspiration for resilient action the road trip as a search for
resolution and redemption and the reframing of the mennonite diaspora as an escape from patriarchal oppression the deaths by suicide of toews s father
and sister stand out as the most shocking and tragic of the author s biographical details and reed explores toews s use of autofiction as a reparative
gesture in the face of this trauma written in an accessible style that will appeal to both scholars and devotees of toews s work lives lived lives imagined is a
timely examination of toews s oeuvre and a celebration of fiction s ability to simultaneously embody compassion and anger joy and sadness and to brave
the personal and communal oppressions of politics religion family society and mental illness

Lloyd Gaines and the Fight to End Segregation
2022-11-04



ye fantian was dressed in black and was in tatters in his right hand he held a sword full of blood and his determined face was full of disdain he looked at the
leaders of various factions around him

Lives Lived, Lives Imagined
2021-08-24

on november 16 1957 an unranked notre dame football team squared off against the no 2 oklahoma sooners it was supposed to be an easy sooners win
but despite being 19 point underdogs the fighting irish guided by their young and tenacious coach terry brennan maneuvered their way to a 7 0 upset
ending the sooners ncaa record 47 game winning streak though the odds be great or small chronicles the story of legendary coach terry brennan from his
days as a player at notre dame under frank leahy to his selection as the head coach in 1954 to the high intensity comeback season of 1957 in which notre
dame finished in the top 10 overall this book provides the social cultural and athletic context to understand college football before and after 1957 a year
that changed how the game was played at notre dame for decades the 1957 season remains one of the most important seasons in notre dame football s
storied history in though the odds be great or small coach brennan shares his version of what happened in the trenches and on the sidelines during a time
when a college football game had the power to keep an entire country on the edge of its seat

Cultivate the immortal and fight the warrior
2013-11-01

we have a king he is the personal infinite god who has created us and redeemed us through his son jesus christ he has revealed truth to us on the basis of
what he has said we are to live our lives as kingdom people who are present spiritual members of the kingdom of god our great king has given us
commandments statutes testimonies precepts and promises at the same time he has given us his spirit to live within us and empower us to live lives to
please him his love for us and his power in us is beyond anything we could ever imagine or think what are the things we are to do on a daily basis to cause
us to proceed through this life the king has given his people a picture of a journey a pilgrimage we are to press forward in this life toward our high calling in
christ jesus philippians 3 14 we do this by walking running fighting trusting and praying what does each one of these action words look like in practice this
is what we want to examine in this book we are going to take the position that someone else has paid a great price to reclaim us and to bring us back from
our enslavement to sin and to set us free indeed jesus did pay it all and all to him we owe our king is our savior and lord and our lives are to be spent to
return his great and sacrificial love and to always live for his glory and honor

Though the Odds Be Great or Small
2011-11-05

a true story of my personal healing journey and memoirs through talk therapy on internet radio exposing the truth of growing up abused child sexual abuse
incest rape sodomy and traumatic memories



Kingdom Living...Walking, Running, Fighting, Trusting, Praying
2011-11

leah s life was in shambles she had suffered through various financial failures emotional pain and disappointment substance abuse health issues and now
she portrayed a bitter demeanor that no one could penetrate leah rejected anyone who tried to help until she crossed paths with author maria loveless
although maria would have preferred to remain in the comfort of her idyllic life she realized god was calling her to guide leah out of a world of darkness and
despair into his kingdom of light and freedom god showed maria that she possessed a judgmental heart and he was going to teach maria how to truly love
the sinner and the lost as god loves in order to do that maria needed to set aside self and acquire a heart after god s heart to whom is god calling you to
minister today are you willing to step out of your comfort zone and into a journey of obedience to save the lost and hurting around you follow maria and
leah s journey of love in tarnished treasure and learn how you can minister to the women you meet who need god as leah did walk through leah s hurt and
pain feel the heaviness of her bondage and comprehend the coldness of her spiritual prison before she experienced freedom in christ know there is more to
life than the pursuit of a comfortable lifestyle and personal achievement leah s life was transformed but she wasn t the only one maria s life was also
revolutionized as she learned to embrace a heart as christ does she is discovering what true sacrifice and commitment is while learning to become
obedient to god s voice she is learning what it means to see past a person s sin and just to love as christ asks us to love

One Child Abuse Survivor 2 Another: The Journey
2020-07-23

the fighting female archetype a self reliant woman of great physical prowess has become increasingly common in action films and on television however
the progressive female identities of these narratives cannot always resist the persistent and problematic framing of male female relationships as a battle of
the sexes or other source of antagonism combining cultural analysis with close readings of key popular american film and television texts since the 1980s
this study argues that certain fighting female themes question regressive conventions in male female relationships those themes reveal potentially
progressive ideologies regarding female agency in mass culture that reassure audiences of the desirability of empowered women while also imagining
egalitarian intimacies that further empower women overall the fighting female narratives addressed here afford contradictory viewing pleasures that reveal
both new expectations for and remaining anxieties about the strong independent woman ideal that emerged in american popular culture post feminism

Tarnished Treasure
2012-07-24

the title of my book a journey into the abyss of the mind looks at some of lifes scenarios and what we as individuals are faced with on a day to day basis
throughout this book i am hoping that the reader s will be able to identify with some of the struggles and understand that they are not alone and they too
can shake themselves from any negativity they are faced with remember after the rain always come the sun and the rainbow



Love and the Fighting Female
2023-09-20

it is said that by thought we attract the thing by taking action we receive the thing we decide what our thoughts should be as a man thinks in his heart so is
he prov 23 7 the book encourages us to think using the mind of god phil 2 5 thinking with the mind of god makes success inevitable because god knows all
things the book encourages readers to let go of many things including the past but to never give up on the power of believing in oneself readers are
encouraged to allow their higher self to control the inner conversations many people rent out their mind to sources void of credibility but get no
compensation in return furthermore they have no rental clause to protect them from their mind being highjacked more often than not even if their mind is
returned to them it is under the control of envy jealousy fear worry and can t do before the mind is returned to its original owner it would have forged an
intimate relationship with lack procrastination and the past who is controlling your mind

A Journey into the Abyss of the Mind
2007-01-19

my book tells how i have struggled to live from day to day since my being diagnosed at six months of age so you know i have lived a long time with this
disease it hadn t been easy

Your Destiny Is in Your Hands
2013-07-26

the purpose of this book is to bring awareness to situations that can be overwhelming and stressful day in and day out so many people go to work deal with
family issues friends and the unexpected with little to no expectations other than to do the work required to get through the day we need to understand
that there are so many opportunities we fail to seek each day this book of wise thoughts will motivate you and encourage you to to keep moving and never
stop dreaming

Living on Borrowed Time
1831

this collection contains the greatest western stories such as riders of the purple sage the last trail the mysterious rider the border legion desert gold the
last of the plainsmen and many more the edition also includes historical novels such as betty zane a historical novel about elizabeth betty zane mclaughlin
clark a heroine of the revolutionary war on the american frontier the day of the beast the story from world war i and many other historical novels you will
find here are the exciting adventure novels such as ken ward in the jungle the up trail the young lion hunter and many more the collection as well contains
numerous baseball and fishing stories since the author zane grey vas very passionate about these sports table of contents betty zane the spirit of the
border a romance of the early settlers in the ohio valley the last of the plainsmen the last trail the short stop the heritage of the desert the young forester



the young pitcher the young lion hunter riders of the purple sage ken ward in the jungle desert gold the light of the western stars the rustlers of pecos
county the lone star ranger rainbow trail the border legion wildfire the up trail the desert of wheat tales of fishes the man of the forest the mysterious rider
to the last man the day of the beast tales of lonely trails wanderer of the wasteland tappan s burro the call of the canyon roping lions in the grand canyon
the thundering herd the vanishing american under the tonto rim tales of the angler s eldorado new zealand forlorn river nevada sunset pass arizona ames
the drift fence the hash knife outfit the code of the west thunder mountain the trail driver the wilderness trek arizona clan raiders of spanish peaks

Staying Encouraged Through It All
2023-12-05

we all have our own thoughts on society and how the world works most of us are so busy with the day to day living and simply don t have the time to sit
down and think about it i was one of those people who just got on with life until one day i was fortunate enough to have enough money to do what i myself
wanted to do for about one year i spent time drawing painting meeting up with friends going out and generally having a nice relaxing time it also provided
me with time to start writing this book as i suddenly had all this time on my hands i read a lot researched a lot and watched many interesting films and
documentaries this in turn got me thinking and wanting to find out for myself how it all works i feel very blessed to have been able to do this and wish
evryone would have the same opportunity in their life so here it is my thoughts and findings of what for me was a very interesting journey hopefully it will
inspire you to seek your own answers

Cobbett's Political Register
2017-07-12

insightful emotional and enraging by sharing his story in gripping detail michael tubbs embodies an old feminist tradition whereby the personal is political
he empowers us to fight for equal opportunities for our communities and encourages us to amass the courage to overcome loss and injustice ibram x kendi
national book award winning author of stamped from the beginning and how to be an antiracist the making of a visionary political leader and a blueprint for
a more equitable country don t tell nobody our business michael tubbs s mother often told him growing up for michael that meant a lot of things don t tell
anyone about the day to day struggle of being black and broke in stockton ca don t tell anyone the pain of having a father incarcerated for 25 years to life
don t tell anyone about living two lives the brainy bookworm and the kid with the newest jordans and also don t tell anyone about the particular joys of
growing up with three moms a nana who never let him miss church an auntie who d take him to the library any time and a mother she daddy who schooled
him in the wisdom of hip hop and taught him never to take no for an answer so for a long time michael didn t tell anyone his story but as he went on to a
scholarship at stanford and an internship in the obama white house he began to realize the power of his experience the need for his perspective in the halls
of power by the time he returned to stockton to become in 2016 at age 26 its first black mayor and the youngest ever mayor of a major american city he
knew his story meant something the deeper the roots is a memoir astonishing in its candor voice and clarity of vision tubbs shares with us the city that
raised him his family of badass women his life changing encounters with oprah winfrey and barack obama the challenges of governing in the 21st century
and everything in between en route to unveiling his compelling vision for america rooted in his experiences in his hometown



Zane Grey - Ultimate Collection: 60+ Western Classics, Historical Novels & Baseball Stories
2021-11-16

the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the united states congress it is published daily when congress is in session
the congressional record began publication in 1873 debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the debates and proceedings in the congress of the
united states 1789 1824 the register of debates in congress 1824 1837 and the congressional globe 1833 1873

Learning To Live
1969

long ago a great evil appeared and nearly destroyed the entire world his name was laccid along with his army of shadow beasts he laid waste to anyone
who stood in his path the only ones who were able to stop him were a group of warriors known as the elementals these five warriors each with the ability to
control one of the elements defeated laccid and his legions of shadow beasts but some escaped those five elementals would go on to become the first
guardians of nature but with the fear that another threat would come along in the future the elementals created weapons known as the element daggers
these daggers would possess the soul of the previous guardians and change form when the new guardian is chosen now five hundred years later the young
elemental rylet has the task of discovering which element power he will receive will he get the power of fire like his father blazent the current fire guardian
or will he get the power of wind like the wind guardian soren his uncle and will the guardians of today be strong enough to face a new evil thats on the
horizon do they even have a chance of defeating a powerful foe from the past

The Deeper the Roots
2015-05-21

living the christian life is not easy especially in today s culture to be who and do what god commands christians need to recapture the miraculous
unfortunately miracles have been left either with cable tv faith healers or tour guides in the holy land that has to change because it s by seeing what god
does that we discover who he is and knowing who he is and what he does will change who we are and what we do pastor gregg matte believes that the
seven i am statements and the seven miracles recorded in the gospel of john can give believers a framework for living god s will in i am changes who i am
readers will explore what jesus says and does and find out what that means for their walk with him

Congressional Record
2012-04-05

a collection of conversations about the filmmaker whose life and work spanned six decades of film history



The Chronicles of Rylet
2003

every couple fights it s how you fight that can determine the success of your relationship this book teaches you to look beyond what you and your partner
fight about and discover the core issues that undermine your relationship in the midst of a disagreement many couples ask themselves what are we really
fighting about sound familiar as it turns out breakups and divorce don t happen because couples fight they happen because of how couples fight in this
much needed book judith and bob wright two married counselors and coaches with over thirty years of experience helping couples learn how to fight well
present their tried and true methods for exploring the emotions that underlie many relationship fights in this unique guide you ll learn how to use
disagreements as an opportunity to deepen your understanding of your partner bring more intimacy to the relationship strengthen your bond and really
learn from the conflicts and tensions that occur between you you ll also learn how to navigate the fifteen most common fights couples have including the
blame game dueling over dollars if you really loved me you d told you so s and more if you re ready to start fighting for your love rather than against it this
book will show you how

I AM Changes Who i Am
2016-02-02

judith hassan s book discusses the kinds of demands placed on those who work with war survivors and opens up issues for others in the field of war trauma
to answer in their own particular and appropriate way a house next door to trauma points to a different way of becoming a neighbour to all those who
suffer extreme war experiences

Fritz Lang
2003

my american harp presents 1 169 poems written 2010 2014 by surazeus that explore what it means to be an american in the modern world of an
interconnected global civilization

The Heart of the Fight
2005

since pakistan was founded in 1947 its army has dominated the state the military establishment has locked the country in an enduring rivalry with india
with the primary aim of wresting kashmir from it to that end pakistan initiated three wars over kashmir in 1947 1965 and 1999 and failed to win any of
them today the army continues to prosecute this dangerous policy by employing non state actors under the security of its ever expanding nuclear umbrella
it has sustained a proxy war in kashmir since 1989 using islamist militants as well as supporting non islamist insurgencies throughout india and a country
wide islamist terror campaign that have brought the two countries to the brink of war on several occasions in addition to these territorial revisionist goals



the pakistani army has committed itself to resisting india s slow but inevitable rise on the global stage despite pakistan s efforts to coerce india it has
achieved only modest successes at best even though india vivisected pakistan in 1971 pakistan continues to see itself as india s equal and demands the
world do the same the dangerous methods that the army uses to enforce this self perception have brought international opprobrium upon pakistan and its
army and in recent years their erstwhile proxies have turned their guns on the pakistani state itself why does the army persist in pursuing these revisionist
policies that have come to imperil the very viability of the state itself from which the army feeds in fighting to the end c christine fair argues that the
answer lies at least partially in the strategic culture of the army through an unprecedented analysis of decades worth of the army s own defense
publications she concludes that from the army s distorted view of history it is victorious as long as it can resist india s purported drive for regional
hegemony as well as the territorial status quo simply put acquiescence means defeat fighting to the end convincingly shows that because the army is
unlikely to abandon these preferences pakistan will remain a destabilizing force in world politics for the foreseeable future

A House Next Door to Trauma
2017-03-14

world champion boxer lew jenkins fought his whole life as a child he fought extreme poverty during the great depression in his twenties he fought as a
professional boxer and became a world champion and at the pinnacle of his boxing career jenkins fought in world war ii and the korean war from boxing
ring to battlefield the life of war hero lew jenkins details for the first time this extraordinary story despite his talent for boxing jenkins often fought and
trained in drunken stupors and though he became the world lightweight champion he soon wasted his ring title and all his money unable to find meaning in
life at the peak of his boxing success jenkins discovered values to which he could cling during world war ii and the korean war his efforts earned him one of
the highest decorations for bravery the silver star from boxing ring to battlefield features exclusive interviews with lew jenkins s son and grandson
providing a personal perspective on the life of this complicated war hero the first biography of jenkins this book will fascinate boxing fans and historians
alike

Research Product - U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences
2014-04-25

the acclaimed social psychologist and new york times bestselling author of the art of loving discusses the nature of evil and humanity s capacity for it
originally published in 1964 the heart of man was influenced by turbulent times average americans were suffering from different forms of evil including a
rise in juvenile delinquency on a grander scale the threat of nuclear war loomed over the nation and president john f kennedy had been assassinated what
could drive humanity to do things such as these in the heart of man renowned humanist philosopher and psychoanalyst erich fromm investigates man s
capacity to destroy his narcissism and his incestuous fixation he expands upon ideas he presented in escape from freedom man for himself and the art of
loving and examines the essence of evil as well as the choice between good and evil he also explores man s ability to destroy and further considers
freedom aggression destructiveness and violence the heart of man questions human nature itself from the forms of violence that plague it to individual and
social narcissism to how the positive value of love of life can potentially outweigh the destructive syndrome of decay caused by the love of death and other
harmful tendencies of thought midwest book review



My American Harp
2018-11-15

Fighting to the End
2023-02-28

From Boxing Ring to Battlefield
1977-08-12

The Heart of Man

The Mirror
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